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Press Release
iGo Launches New Laptop Wall Charger - Slim
Power Solution With Sleek Design and Low Price Simplifies Device Charging
SCOTTSDALE, AZ, Sep 03, 2009 (MARKETWIRE via COMTEX) -- iGo, a leading provider of portable power solutions,
unveiled their smallest and most affordable charger to date, the iGo(R) Laptop Wall Charger - Slim. Compatible with nearly
every electronic device on the market, the new slim charger allows users to power up their laptop computers AND mobile
devices with one charger at a great price. Available in stores and at www.iGo.com for $79.99 MSRP, the new charger takes
up minimal space while guaranteeing maximum results.
"While we have always offered portable power solutions to charge multiple devices simultaneously, this laptop charger is our
most affordable and sleekly designed charger to date," said Michael D. Heil, president and chief executive officer of iGo. "This
thin charger is the perfect entry level product for gadget lovers to try out iGo products and experience first hand the benefits of
using one simple product for all their charging needs."
At only a half an inch thick, the nearly flat wall charger packs a lot of punch! The lightweight charger utilizes iGo's
interchangeable power tips to charge multiple devices from one charger. Compatible with nearly every electronic device on
the market, these tips allow gadget lovers to quickly charge their laptop plus an iPod(R), iPhone(R), BlackBerry(R),
Bluetooth(R) headset, digital camera and/or gaming device by plugging the included USB cable into their laptop.
Just in time for the Labor Day holiday weekend, the new slim laptop charger makes packing for a trip easy. Instead of one
charger for each and every device, travelers only need to bring the space-saving laptop charger to power their devices. The
iGo Laptop Wall Charger - Slim also works worldwide eliminating the need for a voltage converter.
For more information about iGo Inc.'s newest products, please visit www.iGo.com.
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